Concrete and Stone Sealers
A complete range of high performance sealers and coatings

Treated with CCS Densa-Con XF

Sealed with CCS Decrathane Satin

Sealed with CCS Streetscape

Protect and enhance your project with a CCS sealer or coating
Why Seal?

Penetrating Sealers

> Enhance the appearance of your project and ensure it looks fresh and
attractive all year round.

Penetrating sealers retain a natural looking finish whilst protecting surfaces
from water and staining. These sealers penetrate into the capillaries of the
concrete and offer a long-lasting defence against the ingress of water-borne
pollutants and salts. They are also ideal for concrete, porous natural stone,
concrete pavers and have minimal impact on the colour of decorative and full
depth coloured concrete.

> Protect surfaces from harsh weather conditions.
> Assist in the prevention of dirt, grime, salt, oils, graffiti and other
contaminants from penetrating and damaging surfaces.
> Create a durable surface that is easy to maintain and keep clean.
> Assists in the prevention and accumulation of lime deposits and inhibits
growth of mould and algae.

Why CCS Sealers and Coatings?
CCS Sealers and Coatings are formulated using the highest quality
compounds available and manufactured to ISO 9001 compliance. All products
are designed to withstand the harshest conditions found in both interior or
exterior environments so as to provide robust, hard-wearing and cost effective
solutions for each application specified for.

Penetrating sealers infiltrate the pores of the concrete.
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Surface Coating Sealers

CCS has an enviable reputation for providing high performing concrete sealing
and coating treatment products for well over 20 years. We are renowned for our
comprehensive sales and technical support to ensure the best outcome of our
clients concrete projects.

Surface coating or film forming sealers coat the entire surface. These sealers
adhere to the pores of the concrete and sit on top of the surface and can be
re-applied as required. They offer excellent protection, are highly durable and
easy to maintain. The base surface colour is usually enhanced and various
levels of gloss are available.

Considerations

A film forming sealer covers the whole surface area.

Choosing a sealer often involves prioritising various considerations. Refer to
the table and appearance comparison chart on pages 6 and 7 to assist in
your decision.
Aesthetics | Odour | UV Stability (interior or exterior)
Slip resistance | Cost | Function (application/use)
Construction Time | Maintenance (durability and re-coating)
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Choosing the right sealer – sealer overview

Internal applications
External applications
Low or no VOC

PENETRATING SEALERS
Ideal for protecting against the ingress of water-borne pollutants, salts, grime, liquid and food spills whilst preserving the original appearance of concrete, natural
stone, clay and concrete pavers. CCS also have penetrating sealers for special purposes such as substrate colour enhancement and for oil and staining resistance in
public precincts, alfresco dining spaces and industrial environments.

CCS Stain Block

CCS Streetscape

CCS Sentinel SR Seal

The formulation of this premium sealer is
specifically designed for dense surfaces as well
as alfresco dining areas. It is also ideal for natural
stone such as travertine, granite and sandstone.

CCS Streetscape is a low VOC formulation
containing fluoropolymers to resist light oil spills
making it an ideal and extremely economical
product for protecting public precincts and
alfresco dining areas.

A product suitable for both vertical and horizontal
surfaces and protects reinforced concrete from
salts and chlorides. It also contains a special resin
which will enhance the substrate colour. Used
as a final protective guard in the CCS Polished
Concrete System.

CCS Stainblock Enricher
Provides the best of both worlds. It offers excellent
resistance to oil and water, enhances substrate
colour and retains the slip resistance of the original
surface texture.

CCS Natural Seal Supreme H/V
This product is designed for both vertical and
horizontal surfaces, protecting reinforced concrete
from salts and chlorides.

ACRYLIC SEALERS
These are commonly used for general protection
of concrete and concrete overlay systems from dirt
and grime, whilst enhancing concrete colour with a
wet look. CCS Acrylic sealers are UV resistant and
available in both solvent-based and water-based
variants as well as high gloss and matt finishes.

CCS Hardseal Advanced
Ideal for coating and re-coating plain, decorative
and resurfaced concrete. CCS Hardseal Advanced
contains a durable resin that provides excellent
resistance to tyre marking and many other
contaminants.

CCS Hi-Build Enduro Gloss + Matt

CCS Colour Master Gloss + Matt

A premium sealer that is the ideal choice for
coating and protecting plain, exposed and
decorative concrete surfaces from the elements.
Choose between a matt or gloss finish.

A clear sealer specially formulated to be mixed
with 12 various CCS Colour Master Tints. When
tinted, the sealer provides a long-lasting, opaque
colour that protects the concrete surface. Able to
also be supplied in non-standard colours.

CCS Alfresco Seal WB
Designed to protect and enhance whilst creating a
rich finish rarely found in water based sealers. CCS
Alfresco Seal WB is ideal for applications where
low VOC and/or low odour is required.

CCS Petrol Resistant Sealer
A tough resin that does not soften when exposed
to intermittent petrol spillage making it ideal for
service stations, workshops and factory floors.
Available in clear, grey and black.
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POLYURETHANE COATINGS

EPOXY COATINGS

Polyurethane coatings cure to a hard-wearing,
non-yellowing film that provides long-lasting
protection for both interior and exterior surfaces.
The CCS polyurethane range includes both
water-based and solvent-based products in
addition to low VOC and low odour options.
Various levels of gloss can be achieved, and most
CCS polyurethanes are also suitable for tinting.

Epoxy coatings are specially formulated for numerous flooring applications where a durable and
long-term surface film is required. Such areas include but are not limited to decorative, hospitality,
healthcare, educational, industrial, civil and residential applications. Epoxy products are for interior use only.
Various levels of gloss can be achieved, and CCS epoxies are suitable for tinting.

CCS Armourthane
A very durable, high gloss, two part solventbased polyurethane coating. It provides excellent
wear and chemical resistance for a variety of
applications.

CCS Decrathane Gloss + Satin
A water-based, two part coating that provides
hard-wearing protection for interior and exterior
projects. This low VOC coating provides a subtle
surface colour enhancement and excellent
protection from solvents, chemicals, oils and acids.
Choose from a gloss or satin finish.

CCS Armourgard SP
A single part, high gloss solvent-based coating that
provides a hard-wearing and smooth protective
surface. CCS Armourgard SP is extremely durable
and flexible, providing excellent chemical and
stain resistance.

CCS Ultra Epoxy HB
APAS approved product

A two part, solvent free epoxy coating system
designed for internal concrete floors. It can be built
up to an unlimited thickness and provides excellent
water, chemical and oil resistance. The high gloss
coating comes in a range of standard colours, with
custom colours available on request.

CCS Ultra Epoxy WB
A high performance, two part, water-based, semigloss epoxy coating system available in light grey
and other colours on request. CCS Ultra Epoxy WB
is designed for internal floor applications where
chemical resistance is required.

CCS Ultra Epoxy WB
Primer/Sealer
A high performance, two part, clear, water-based,
tintable epoxy coating system. CCS Ultra Epoxy
WB Primer/Sealer is suited for both priming and
sealing concrete and is also an effective dust
proofer. Due to its ability to provide a moisture
barrier, it is ideal for application prior to the
addition of subsequent coatings.

CCS Supa Epoxy
A two part epoxy coating system designed for
internal concrete floors. It provides a clear high
gloss finish and can be built up to an unlimited
thickness. It has high resistance to abrasion and
damaging spills making it the best solution for a
wide variety of applications.

CCS TripleKote Epoxy WB
A two part, semi-gloss water-based epoxy coating
system combining a tinted primer, sealer and base
coat specifically designed for use in epoxy flake
flooring systems where the emphasis is on quick
turnaround times.

CCS Defend XT Industrial Epoxy
A two part, low viscosity epoxy coating system
designed for industrial and commercial
applications including carparks. It is pre-tinted N35
grey and provides a long-lasting, hard-wearing
coating that is highly resistant to abrasion and
damaging spills such as brake fluid, solvents,
hydraulic fluids and oils.
Most CCS polyurethane and epoxy coatings can
be tinted with the addition of liquid
pigment packs.
Gloss levels can be reduced with the addition
of CCS Matting Additive.
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ANTI GRAFFITI

POLYASPARTIC COATINGS
Polyaspartic coatings are primarily used where
time constraints and a speedy return to service
is required, as the coating cures within hours
and is quickly ready for pedestrian traffic.
Rapid curing is one of the principal advantages
over both polyurethane and epoxy coatings.
CCS polyaspartic coatings are extremely abrasion
resistant, UV stable and suitable for both interior
and exterior applications.

CCS Rapid Floor Polyaspartic
An extremely tough, high gloss, low odour product
which is purpose designed for coating commercial
and industrial floors where return to service time
is paramount. Tack free within 45 minutes of
application (depending on climatic conditions), this
coating can withstand light pedestrian use within
hours. The floor can be returned to full service by
the next day.

Anti-Graffiti coatings protect the surface by
preventing absorption of graffiti materials, thereby
allowing for easier cleaning and removal of the
offending graffiti. Graffiti can then be removed
using CCS Graffiti Remover without damaging the
original surface.

CCS Concrete Graffiti Guard
This easy to apply, water-based environmentally
friendly, non-yellowing coating is designed
for interior and exterior applications to protect
concrete, concrete pre-cast panels and masonry
surfaces from graffiti absorption into the substrate
enabling easier removal of graffiti.

CONCRETE DENSIFIERS & HARDENERS
Densifiers are designed to impregnate the pores
of concrete and react with the calcium hydroxide
found within the capillaries and canals to bind and
strengthen the concrete into an extremely dense
and compact surface. CCS offers a selection of
densifiers to suit specific concrete treatment needs
including dust proofing, oil resistance and
surface hardening.

Open pores in untreated concrete.

Densifier penetrates capillaries.

Chemical reaction with calcium hydroxide
closes pores and strengthens surface.

CCS Densifier

CCS Densa-Con

CCS Densa-Con XF

A lithium based, penetrating hardener, densifier
and dust proofer designed to increase abrasion
resistance and reduce surface absorption of
liquids. CCS Densifier has a low sheen and natural
appearance.

A hybrid concrete densifier containing potassium
and lithium silicates which penetrate into the
concrete to block the capillaries and harden the
top layer of the concrete to provide a dense, hard
and dust proof surface. It also provides increased
abrasion resistance and surface absorption of
liquids. CCS Densa-Con is low sheen which
enhances the appearance of the surface whilst
maintaining a natural concrete look.

The X-Factor when it comes to hardening and
protecting concrete. This ground-breaking
compound contains densifier, penetrating sealer,
and an oil resisting agent to not only strengthen
concrete but offer superior protection from oil and
similar liquid spills. The ideal choice for industrial
warehouse flooring and hardstands where
safeguarding of the concrete is vital.
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CCS sealer appearance comparison

No sealer applied

These examples show the
same coloured concrete before
(above) and after treatment
with CCS sealers.

P Penetrating sealers
C Surface coating sealers

CCS Stain Block

P

CCS Stainblock Enricher

P

CCS Streetscape Sealer WB

P

CCS Natural Supreme H/V

P

CCS Armourthane

C

CCS Armourthane with CCS
Matting Additive

C

CCS Decrathane Gloss

C

CCS Decrathane Satin

C

CCS Armourgard SP

C

CCS Ultra Epoxy Sealer WB Primer/
Sealer

C

CCS Hardseal Advanced

C

CCS Hi-Build Enduro Matt

C

CCS Hi-Build Enduro

C

CCS Alfresco WB

C

CCS Concrete Graffiti Guard

C

CCS Rapid Floor Polyaspartic Sealer

C

CCS Densifier

P

CCS Densa-Con

P

CCS Densa-Con XF

P
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Which CCS Sealer? Compare main sealer features
Sealer

Colour

Base

Finish

Internal/External

UV Stable

VOC

Aroma

Durability*

Price Range^

CCS Stain Block

Clear

Solvent

Natural

Int / Ext

ü

CCS Stain Block Enricher

Clear

Water

Matt

Int / Ext

ü

Low VOC

Moderate

••••

••••

Low

••••

CCS Streetscape

Clear

Water

Natural

Int / Ext

ü

Low VOC

••••

Low

•••

CCS Natural Seal Supreme H/V

Clear

Solvent

Natural

CCS Sentinel SR Seal

Clear

Solvent

Matt

Int / Ext
Int / Ext

•••

ü

Moderate

••

••

ü

Moderate

•••

••

PENETRATING SEALERS

ACRYLICS – SURFACE COATING SEALERS
CCS Hardseal Advanced

Clear

Solvent

Gloss

Ext

ü

Strong

••

•

CCS Hi-Build Enduro Matt

Clear

Solvent

Matt

Ext

ü

Strong

••

••

CCS Hi-Build Enduro Gloss

Clear

Solvent

Gloss

Ext

ü

CCS Alfresco Seal

Clear

Water

Semi Gloss

ü

Tintable

Solvent

Gloss

Int / Ext
Ext

Black, Shale Grey, Clear

Solvent

Semi Gloss

Int / Ext

CCS Colour Master
CCS Petrol Resistant Sealer

Strong

••

••

Low

••

•••

ü

Strong

•••

•••

ü

Strong

••

•••
••••

Low VOC

POLYURETHANES – SURFACE COATING SEALERS
CCS Armourthane

Clear / Tintable

Solvent

ü

Strong

•••

Clear / Tintable

Water

Gloss/Matt°
Gloss

Int / Ext

CCS Decrathane Gloss

Int / Ext

ü

Low VOC

Low

•••

•••

CCS Decrathane Satin

Clear / Tintable

Water

Satin

Int / Ext

ü

Low VOC

Low

•••

•••

CCS Armourgard SP

Clear / Tintable

Solvent

Gloss/Matt°

Int / Ext

ü

Strong

••••

••••

EPOXIES – SURFACE COATING SEALERS
CCS Ultra Epoxy HB

Clear / Tintable

Resin

Gloss

Int

✗

No VOC

Low

••••

•••

CCS Ultra Epoxy WB

Light Grey

Water

Semi Gloss

Int

✗

Low VOC

Low

•••

•••

Clear / Tintable

Water

Gloss

Int

✗

Low VOC

Low

•••

••

Clear

Resin

Gloss

Int

✗

Low

••••

••

Low

•••

•••

Low

••••

•••

Low

••••

••••

CCS Ultra Epoxy WB Primer/Sealer
CCS Supa Epoxy
CCS TripleKote Epoxy WB
CCS Defend XT Industrial Epoxy

Tinted

Water

Matt

Int

✗

N35 Grey

Resin

Semi Gloss

Int

✗

Clear

Solvent

Gloss

Int / Ext

ü

Low VOC

POLYASPARTIC SEALER
CCS Rapid Floor Polyaspartic

Low VOC

° Use Matting Additive to reduce gloss * Highest ••••

^ Highest ••••
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Sealer

Colour

Base

Finish

Internal/External

UV Stable

VOC

Aroma

Durability*

Price Range^

CCS Anti Graffiti

Clear

Solvent

Gloss/Matt°

Int / Ext

ü

CCS Concrete Graffiti Guard

Clear

Water

Matt

Int / Ext

ü

Low VOC

Strong

••••

•••

Low

•••

•••

CCS Densifier

Clear

Water

Natural

Clear

Water

Natural

Int / Ext
Int / Ext

ü

CCS Densa-Con

ü

Low VOC

Low

•••

•••

Low VOC

Low

•••

CCS Densa-Con XF

Clear

Water

Low Sheen

Int / Ext

ü

••

Low VOC

Low

••••

••••

ANTI GRAFFITI

DENSIFIERS AND HARDENERS

° Use Matting Additive to reduce gloss * Highest ••••

^ Highest ••••

Slip Resistance
Many projects require minimum slip resistance classifications to meet building and construction code requirements. AS 4586, HB 197 and HB 198 are the
Australian Standards which provide slip resistance ratings for new pedestrian floor surface materials and coatings.
To determine the slip resistance of a project with decorative concrete and coatings, an on-site test is recommended. The recommended test is the pendulum test,
producing a ‘P’ rating. Alternatively, the oil wet ramp test can be conducted but requires a large sample from the project to be sent to a laboratory for testing.
The surface texture of concrete is one of the largest contributors to final slip resistance ratings. CCS have conducted numerous independently tested case studies
with differing surface textures and sealer combinations to demonstrate what can be achieved. CCS supply a range of anti-slip traction aid products that can be
used in combination with CCS sealers and coatings to increase surface texture. Please note, traction aids and non-skid particles can only be used with film forming
sealers and coatings such as acrylic sealers, polyurethanes, epoxies and polyaspartics.
Please contact us to discuss your project requirements including technical information and specifications.

Product Specifications
Every project has a unique set of variables that need to be taken into consideration when being specified. The recommendation, use and application of concrete
sealers and treatments is dependent on various aspects including substrate type and conditions, environmental considerations and life cycle cost expectancies.
The CCS specifications team specialise in providing project specifications and carefully consider all elements to ensure the product specification and application
guidelines meet the requirements for every project.
Please contact us for a professional specification relevant to your project type.

HELPLINE (TOLL FREE) 1800 077 744 | helpline@concretecoloursystems.com.au
Brisbane (Head Office) 07 3412 8111 | Sydney 02 9677 1056 | Melbourne 03 9311 9225
Adelaide 1800 077 744 | Perth 1800 077 744 | Tasmania 1800 077 744
www.concretecoloursystems.com.au
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